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About PATREC
PATREC is a unique collaboration between three Western Australian public universities (The University of 
Western Australia, Curtin University and Edith Cowan University) and the Western Australian government 
(Department of Transport, Main Roads Western Australia and Western Australian Planning Commission) 
established for the purposes of conducting collaborative research and teaching in the area of integrated 
land use and transport policy and planning. 

PATREC delivers policy-informing, multi-disciplinary and multi-institutional applied research that extends 
the evidence-base in support of the effective planning and management of Western Australia’s transport 
and land use futures, drawing from an extended network of academic and industry expertise and policy 
partners.

PATREC’s strong governance structure involving universities, founding industry partners and an inde-
pendent chairman, ensures a level of independence and a high level of attention to quality outcomes.

The Centre connects people with strong local, national and international experience in research, industry 
and government, so its programs are highly relevant to contemporary public policy and planning issues. 

Through its network of researchers and policy partners, PATREC has successfully delivered a series of 
policy-informing research projects including reviews of Transport Modelling and Travel Demand Manage-
ment Instruments, Experimental Design of a Stated Preference Survey for enhancing the collection of 
travel behavioural data, Accessibility of Activity Centres, Node and Place Conflicts in Activity Centres at 
Stations in Freeway Medians, Infrastructure Funding Options and Understanding Grain and Retail Freight 
Movement Patterns. PATREC has been instrumental in the establishment of the WA Spatial Data Hub with 
the Australian Urban Research Infrastructure Network (AURIN).

Research findings are disseminated through formal academic publications, a series of accessible web-
published “PATREC Perspectives”, topic specific seminars, PATREC Research Forums, specialist work-
shops hosting international experts.

As part of its knowledge transfer activities, PATREC is publishing a book “Planning Boomtown and Be-
yond”. The aim of this publication is to showcase the results of recent research undertaken by PATREC and 
its associates and other researchers in WA to inform policy makers in their task of planning and managing 
a rapidly growing city like Perth with a diverse range of challenges. 

For more information on PATREC and to access our publications, please see our website:  
www.patrec.uwa.edu.au.
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Opening Address
Marion Fulker

Marion Fulker is the founding Chief Executive of the Committee for Perth Ltd. She took up 
the position in January 2007 having previously been the Executive Director of the Urban 
Development Institute of Australia (UDIA) WA Division.

The Committee for Perth is the leading think tank on the liveability of the Perth metro-
politan area. Foundation members include global brands such as Rio Tinto, BHP Billiton, 

Woodside and Wesfarmers.

Marion is an Adjunct Senior Research Fellow at the University of Western Australia and holds an MBA from 
Curtin Graduate School of Business.

Through her on the ground research Marion has become recognised as one of the leading experts on the 
future growth and development of the Perth region.

In the past decade, Marion has travelled extensively throughout the US, Europe, Australasia and the UK to 
examine how cities work. Her research focus has been on a range of topics including inner city vibrancy, 
urban renewal and public transport. Marion’s opinions on Perth’s future are regularly sought by govern-
ment and the media.

Additional to her role as the Committee’s CEO, Marion is the Chair of the Heritage Council of Western 
Australia and a director of RugbyWA.

She was a finalist in the Telstra Business Women’s Awards and this year was named as one of Australia’s 
100 Women of Influence.

Keynote Speaker
Dr Anssi Joutsiniemi

Dr. Anssi Joutsiniemi is appointed as Associate Professor and Director of EDGE Laboratory 
for Architectural and Urban Research of Tampere University of Technology. His research 
interests are centered on issues of complex system approaches in urban planning and his 
work include topics of urban modelling, morphological analyses and rule-based planning. 
His expertise is in GIS and computational methods in urban planning and design and his 

more recent research interests are in distributed urban modelling and simulation and algorithmic prob-
lem solving in a design process. 

Dr. Joutsiniemi is editor-in-chief of the Finnish Journal of Urban Studies and also holds an Adjunct Profes-
sorship in Regional Science at University of Helsinki. Before engaging in academic activities, he worked 
as an architect-planner in the planning department of the City of Espoo in the Helsinki metropolitan area.
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Program

Date: Monday 16th November 2015 

0830-0900 Registration (Island Suite Lobby area)

0900-0930 Official welcome to 
PATREC 2015 Forum 
Garden/Rottnest Room

Welcome address by Sharon Biermann

Opening address by Marion Fulker

0930-1020 Keynote Speaker 
Garden/Rottnest Room

Boomtown, metapolis and competing neologisms of urban form

Anssi Joutsiniemi

1020-1045 Plenary session
Garden/Rottnest Room

Infrastructure Planning in Perth: Past, Present and Future

P. Newman

1045-1115 Morning Tea 
Carnac Room

ROOMS Session 1a – Garden Room 
CHAIR: Craig Shepherd

Session 1b – Rottnest Room
CHAIR: Brett Hughes

1115-1135 Boomtown goes global: Perth as an 
internationally connected resource hub

K Martinus, T. Sigler

Hype or hope – can future transport 
technologies ease congestion

Y. Sun, L. Gladstone,  J. Taplin 

1135-1155 Local Government amalgamation and the 
lack of a metropolitan government: a political 
geography

R. Jones

Funding transport infrastructure to support 
Perth’s growth – options and strategies

P. McLeod 

1155-1215 Planning system trends

N. Foley

Travel Demand Management options

B. Smith, C. Babb, B. Hughes 

1215-1235 Unsettling planning in Perth:  indigenous 
planning in a boom

S. Cox , T. Jones

Managing and motivating sustainable travel 
behaviour change

C. Ferguson 

1235-1330 Lunch at Atrium Garden Restaurant 

ROOMS Session 2a – Garden Room
CHAIR: Renlong Han

Session 2 b – Rottnest Room
CHAIR: Lisl Van Aarde

1330-1350 Plans, targets and models: mechanism to 
enhance integration between land use and 
transport planning

S. Biermann, K. Martinus

Did Perth's growing wealth lead to growing 
transit accessibility?

C Curtis, J. Scheurer 

1350-1410 Transport and land use functions of four rail 
station configurations in Perth

C. Babb, R. Falconer, D.Olaru, A. Duckworth-
Smith, and R. Isted

Accessibility – a Parramatta for Perth?  

G. McCarney
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1410-1430 Testing strategic planning for Activity Corridors 
through urban design research

A. Duckworth-Smith

Public transport patronage success – the role of 
Park’n’Ride

J. Taplin, Y. Huang B. Smith

1430-1450 Cities as systems: node functions of stations and 
network creation

C. Babb on behalf of R. Falconer

Exploring distance decay pattern of transport 
induced agglomeration around Perth stations

Jianhong (Cecilia) Xia, Siti Nurlaela, Dinesh 
Tuladhar, Ting (Grace) Lin and Todd Litman

1450-1510 Urban modelling for Perth 2050: the dangers 
and opportunities

R. Isted

Cycling in Perth: A case-study of mobile phone 
fitness applications

T. Perkins, D. Blake

1510-1540 Afternoon Tea 
Carnac Room

ROOMS Session 3a – Garden Room
CHAIR: Anne-Marie Brits

Session 3b – Rottnest Room
CHAIR: Bryce Bunny  

1540-1600 The Baby Boomers in Boomtown

M. Atkins 

Will Perth have enough water for its diverse 
needs in a drying climate?

D. McFarlane

1600-1620 Road Freight activity in Perth’s grocery supply 
chainsy 

T. Hoffman, C Babb

Perth’s natural environment and urban 
liveability

B. Boruff, N. Pauli

1620-1640 Freight and land use planning: noise impacts

F. Affleck

Liveable Boomtown

F. Bull, P. Hooper

1640-1700 Boom Doom and Gloom

F. Haslam McKenzie

Peri-urban open spaces: a missing dish on the 
Boomtown planning menu?

V. Paül

1700-1900 Closure and Cocktail Function
Esplanade Resort Pool

Wi-Fi at Esplanade Hotel
Please connect to the following network and use the following password to access the WIFI.

Network: Rydges-EVENT

Password: PATREC
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Planning Boomtown and Beyond
Editors: Sharon Biermann and Doina Olaru

Perth’s unprecedented current and expected population growth has, in the last half a decade, inspired both 
the imagining of large-scale urban landscape design scenarios of new forms of housing and an enquiry 
into the ability of the planning system to manage development through cycles of not only growth, but also 
downturns. Popularised for Perth in the epic tome, Boomtown 2050 (Weller, 2009), the term “boomtown” 
has become synonymous with Perth in a Western Australian, if not Australian context. Whilst the term 
conjures up impressions of wealth, success and well-being, foregoing scholarly works have warned of 
the need for vision, foresight and preparedness in planning and managing both the positive and negative 
development consequences across time and space.

It is now increasingly recognised that planning and implementation has not kept pace with the population 
growth which has continued despite the effects of the global economic recession towards the end of the 
first decade of 2000 and the slowing of the construction stage of a resources surge. Traffic congestion, 
declining productivity, being one of the most expensive cities in the world, drops in liveability rankings 
and housing unaffordability, are some of the tangible effects policy makers, communities and visitors are 
confronting. Furthermore, planning and transport policy outcome targets and performance measures are 
falling short of expected achievements.       

Against a backdrop of slow global economic recovery and a deceleration of the construction phase of the 
local resources boom, there is just not the same level of financial resource availability to supply infrastruc-
ture at the rate required by the continuing population growth. Planning and infrastructure, in particular, 
transport policy prerogatives, have accordingly shifted focus to that of demand-side approaches, defer-
ring the need for more infrastructure investment, making the most of existing infrastructure and finding 
alternative ways of funding infrastructure.     

The purpose of this book is to establish the baseline for demand-side oriented research to better inform 
policy-makers in planning and managing Perth. Conducted primarily by, but not limited to, PATREC and its 
academic, government agency and consulting associates and peers, this baseline research has essentially 
captured international best practice and learning, undertaken preliminary analysis of the Perth current 
context, assessed the applicability of what has been proposed and applied elsewhere to Perth and provid-
ing a range of options with implications for implementation and proposals for more substantive research, 
building on the baseline. 

This book is primarily about Perth, by Perth-based researchers, with and for Perth transport and urban 
and regional planning policy-makers and potentially, students. While the focus is Perth, the city does not 
exist as an island. Including Perth “and beyond” is intended to capture spatial and socio-economic inter-
connectedness with a broader “region” - not only with other parts of the state of Western Australia and 
Australia, but also globally. Beyond boom is further cognisant of the time element and economic cycles of 
boom and bust which are short term relative to infrastructure life cycles.   

To a limited extent, the wider research community has been drawn in from other parts of Australia and 
wider, to inform and review the research presented here. Where possible, these contributors have been 
involved in authoring or co-authoring chapters. It is anticipated that a secondary outcome will be that plan-
ning and transport policy-making in other boomtowns benefit from this collection of baseline research. 

This book will form the basis and serve as the published proceedings of the PATREC Research Forum 2015 
to showcase the research findings. The book will be published by UWA Publishing and is expected to be 
available by mid-2016.
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Notes

Conference Secretariat

Promaco Conventions

U9, Bateman Commercial Centre

22 Parry Avenue, Bateman

Perth WA 6150
  

DISCLAIMER

The information contained in this publication is correct at the time of printing. Promaco Conventions and the Organising Committee 

reserve the right to alter or delete items from the program or tours. The organisers shall not be responsible for any costs or 

damages arising from any action based on the information contained in this booklet. E.&.O. E.

Tel: 08 9332 2900  

Email: promaco@promaco.com.au

Web: www.promaco.com.au


